WE ARE LOOKING FOR YOU!

FULL STACK DEVELOPER

Full or part time

(M,W,D)

SEND APPLICATIONS TO:
INFO@HEIDI-APP.DE

LANGE STRASSE 25,
33154 SALZKOTTEN
You want to ...

...digitize German cities?
...improve the everyday lives of numerous people?
...develop innovative ideas in the field of Smart City?

This is what we offer you:

Are you an experienced Full Stack Web Developer with a passion for creating cutting-edge applications? We're seeking someone with 2 years of professional expertise in web development, specializing in Node.js and React. If you're also skilled in System Design, know your way around GraphQL, Rest APIs, and integrating third-party APIs, we want to hear from you.

Your tasks:

- Collaborate on both front-end and back-end development, utilizing your proficiency in Node.js and React.
- Apply your knowledge of System Design to architect efficient and scalable solutions.
- Craft and integrate APIs, including GraphQL and Rest, to enhance application functionality.
- Utilize version control tools like Git and IDEs such as VS Code to maintain codebase integrity.

What you should bring:

- 2 years of hands-on experience in full stack web development, showcasing expertise in Node.js and React.
- Proficiency in System Design, enabling you to design robust and effective solutions.
- Familiarity with GraphQL, Rest APIs, and the ability to seamlessly integrate various third-party APIs.
- Comfort working with version control tools like Git and coding in IDEs like VS Code.
- Track record of delivering high-quality functions with clarity and efficiency.
- Strong problem-solving skills and keen attention to detail.

Send applications to:
info@heidi-app.de
Contact person: Niklas Hansjürgens